RLA-H
7/8-14 to RCBS button
shell holder adapter.

RLA-EX
7/8-14 to 1.5-12 thread
Ram extension, adapter, and
primer port.

Used in the RLA-EX ram
extender, in Corbin CSP-2
Mega Mite, CSP-2H Hydro
Junior, and CHP-1 HydroPress, for reloading.

Adapts Corbin -H presses with
1-12 threads to accept shell
holders and shell holder adapters having a 7/8-14 thread.

The Corbin RLA-H reloading shell
holder adapter features a spring-loaded ball bearing detent to
smoothly hold standard RCBS type shell holder buttons
securely and yet allow them to be easily replaced. The T-slot
fits current RCBS brand shell holders: other brands or earlier
versions having different tolerances or dimensions may not
fit without modification.
The RLA-H is part of the RLA-1-H reloading adapter kit
which comes with each of the Corbin -H presses, and is also
available as a separate package. The RLA-H screws into the
RLA-EX ram extension, which also provides a primer port
and the adaptation of the 7/8-14 threads to the 1-inch by 12
thread ram.
The RLA-H is similar to but not the same as the CSP-R
reloading adapter for the S-Press (CSP-1). For one thing, the
CSP-R has 5/8-24 threads to fit the Corbin benchrest press,
and for another, the CSP-R is a combination extender, shell
holder adapter, and primer port system all in one part.

The RLA-EX ram extension is also
provides a primer port for use with
reloading die shell holders, and extends
the ram to put the shell holder closer to
the press head than is required for bullet
swaging. It is used with the Corbin CSP2 Mega-Mite, CSP-2H Hydro Junior, and the CHP-1 Hydropress. One RLA-EX comes with each press. It is also one of
the three components of the RLA-1-H reloading adapter kit,
which is available separately from the press.
Applications of the RLA-EX include:
Adapts Corbin RLA-H reloading shell holder adapter to the
press ram, for use with regular reloading dies and RCBS-type
button shell holders.
Accepts the RLA-50-H precision 50 BMG shell holder directly. This shell holder screws into the top of the adapter for
reloading 50 BMG with 1-1/2 inch by 12 thread dies.
A plastic primer catcher box with a 1-inch hole can fit under
the extension adapter and ride up and down with it.

